"What we need for Open Science is for it not to be an additional workflow burden."
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COMMENT FROM AUDIENCE
We are better together

Responsibility  Funders, Universities Libraries, Researchers
value sharing knowledge openly
Let's Go!

Policies are there, since... we did all the talking, it is time for action

Knowledge in collaboration - for society's challenges and strengthened competitiveness
Prop. 2016/17: 50

Published November 28, 2016

In the bill, the government presents its view of the direction of research policy in a ten-year perspective, with a special focus on investments in 2017–2020. The aim is for Sweden to be a leading nation of knowledge and one of the world's foremost research and innovation countries.
Dynamica For Stockholm University

100 % Open Access, 100% Open Science

Welcome to SciFree!

Login to start using your SciFree Tools

Search freely for peer-reviewed research
SciFree
MISSION

- Reduce academia's publishing workload
- Researchers own data/copyright
- Empower the University's brand
- Academic publishing to equitable & sustainable

Free seamless access to research papers and data
SciFree Dynamica: Researchers' Dashboard
SciFree Dynamica: Automated messages about researchers' work to funders
Example: Open Reviews, repository links, value to University Libraries

Going towards 100% Open Access: SciFree as a partner.
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Going towards 100% Open Access: SciFree as a partner.
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SciFree Dynamica: Automated Management by Libraries
"Provide relevant ... support services concerning open science in a resource efficient way..."

Set of Eight Principles and Responsibilities of HEIs

-Sabina Anderberg
All stages of the career shifts and changes we go through internally

Insights and transparency from the work we do in committees etc.

Help to not make the same mistakes we might have.
Letting Go .... and gaining

- Let go of prestige and outdated metrics
- Let go of publish or perish

Better tools reducing pains
Focus on being Open
THANK YOU

Open Access the way it should be
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